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PRE F ACE 

Preparation and publication of reports, analytical 
notes, occasional papers, etc., are part of the business of 
this organisation. For those publications which are part of 
the standard tabulation plan specific formats have been stipu
lated while for other publications no such formats have been 
stipulated but certain uniformity is still desirable. In 
drafting these reports, etc., it was considered necessary 
that some degree of uniformity should be achieved in the 
method of presentation and this brief manual seeks to provide 
the necessary guidance to achieve this purpose. 

The manual is by no means complete and, in fact, 
short of writing a book itself, all that has to be said on 
this matter cannot be incorporated in a manual of this size. 
What has been attempted here is a presentation of certain 
basic aspects of report writing which, it is hoped, would 
provide us guidelines. The content, the style and the 
analysis would continue to largely depend on the genius of 
the author and all that the manual would provide is a simple 
and systematic way of presentation of the publication itself. 

We hope this will be of use in the preparation of our 
publications. 

April, 1983 

P. Padmanabna 
Registrar General and 

Census Commissioner, India 





INTRODUCTION 

A monograph generally consists of three sections: (1) the 

preliminaries, (2) the text and (3) the end matter. 

'PreliminarLes' contain such constituents as the title page, 

the table of contents, the preface or the acknowledgements. 

The text represents the author's exposition of the thesis/ 

report and as such is the chief constituent of the monograph. The 

text is conveniently divided Lnto chapters, WhLCh may be further 

divided into sections and subsections. The text may also include 

footnotes, tables and illustrations. 

The end matter constitutes a separate section, or sections, 

appearing after the text. Its purpose LS to provide additional 

information and references which cannot be conveniently included Ln the 

text for various reasons, like their lengthy coverage and details on a 

particular aspect which may be distracting by checking the natural flow 

of language or the discussion in the parenthesis. It may include such 

constituents as appendices, a glossary, literature or references cited, 

whichever LS relevant in the context of the presentation, and biblio

graphy. 

The various sections are arranged Ln the order given below: 

1. The Preliminaries 

Frontispiece (as distinguished from title page) 

Title page 

Dedication or epigraph (if desired) 

Table of contents 

List of tables 



List of figures and plates 

Foreword 

Preface, or acknowledgements 

Abbreviations and symbols 

2. The Text 

Introduction 

Chapters 

3. End Matter 

Appendix or appendices 

Glossary 

Literature cited or references 
cited and/or Bibliography 

Index 



1 THE PRELIMINARIES 

101. ~rontispiec.!o This is the cover page and is distinguished 

from ti~ page in the manner that it precedes the title page and is not 

numbered, 

102.Title page. The title page is the first page of a mono

graph. Only the frontispiece, which is not counted as a page, precedes 

it. The title page includes information on (1) the actual title of the 

volume/publication, (2) the author statement, (3) the imprint statement 

and (4) the additional elements. Unless specified otherwise the seque

nce should be (1) actual title near the top of the page (2) author 

statement in the upper half of the page (3) imprint (publishers' name, 

place of publication and year) near the bottom of the page, and (4) 

additional elements between the author statement and the imprint, The 

year in (3) above is optional in the preliminaries. 

The actual title may consist of the title alone, or may be 

followed by a sub title (e~g" Family Planning Communication: a critique 

of the Indian programme) br an explanatory title (e,g, Population and 

Planning in Developing Nations: A review of Sixty Development Plans 

for the 1970s), or supplementary information relating to the contents, 

No word such as 'by' should precede the name of the writer. 

The mere mention of his name on the title page is sufficient to estab

lish his authorship. The name should be given in full, with all 

initials spelled out, and in the order of words as are habitually used 

by him. The academic qualifications and his professional standing can 

given after the title, 

1,3 Dedicationo The author(s) can dedicate his work to anyone. 

It is not even necessary to identify that person or to .. give the full 

name of the person to whom it is dedicated, It should consist of few 

simple words, eVen the word 'Dedicated' can also be omitted, and 'To' 

alone is adequate to introduce dedicationo 



1.4_T~ble of Contents, The table of contents forms one of 

the most important parts of a publication, for it provides an 

overall view of the contents, the arrangement of the material and 

Uhd location of the information. Where there is no index, the fable 

of contents assumes a still greater significance, for then it has to 

be detailed and analytical, indicating even minor subsections of 

the text and all the constituents of the end-matter, as also the 

parts of the preliminaries that precede the text. 

The word 'Contents' alone is adequate as a heading for the 

table of contents. The use of captions 'Chapter' and 'Page' at the 

head of the table is optional. 

,~\, 5 List of Tab les and Illustrations, The list of tables 

follows basically the same form and style as the table of contents. 

All the tables are listed in the order in which they appear, 

whether they occupy a part of the page or a full page, or irhether 

they appear in the text or 1n the appendices, The same form and 

pattern as is used for tables is followed for listing the 

illustrations. However, if there is a frontispiece, it is listed 

first and its location indicated by the word frontispiece instead 

of the page number. Also, if the plates and maps are not paged, the 

column for page is given the heading 'Following Page'. 

1.6 Foreword. Every publication need not necessarily have 

a foreword. Foreword (some~imes used synonymously with preface) may 

be ~ncluded 1n a publication before preface, if so desired. The 

foreword is from a person who is other than the main author/editor of 
• 
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the publication. He may be the guide of the author(s) of the research 

project or any other study. He may be associated 'with the institute 
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of the author as its head or may be senior than the author or editor. 

He may be even an eminent expert ~n the field not connected with the 

institution or even a prominent leader or citizen or may, in some cases, 

belong to a different country. He may write the foreword ~n his 

capacity as an individual or as an expert or as head of the organization 

as the case may be. Generally, the official capacity or the 

designation or status of the person who writes the foreword is given 

below his name. Like the preface, it is appropriate if the foreword 

is actually signed by the writer. But this is not obligatory and the 

name can only be printed. On the left hand side the date when the 

foreword is written is also given. This may, however, cover only the 

month and the year. It is not always necessary to give the actual 

date or day of the month. 

The foreword, followed by preface, may also be included under 

the table of contents after the list of tables and illustrations. 

1.7 Preface. The preface may give a brief account of the 

nature of the monograph indicating the researchers or authors/editors 

reason for compiling it. It also includes general acknowledgement of 

all help and cooperation received in its compilation from different 

persons or agencies. Unlike the 'Introduction' it is written 

i~ first person, in singular, and is also signed. The preface, so 

headed, follows the table of contents and the list of tables and 

illustrations. 

1!8~~edgemen~. If no preface appears in the 

publication and the nature and the scope of the subject is trea~ed in 

detail in the 'Introduction' or it is not considered desirable to 

acknowledge the contribution and role of others in helping in bringing 
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out the publication in preface, the same can be done by having a small 

section under the heading 'Acknowle~gements'. Everyone who helped the 

project in compilation of the data/report or procurement of some 

material for study should be thanked by name. 



2 THE TEXT 

The text is the thesis/report/monograph proper, other sections 

merely serve as a guide to its use/presentation of data or give 

supplementary informatmon. The text begins on a new page, after the 

preliminaries 0 

2.1 Headings and Subhea~~~. The text is divided 

into various levels of divisions and subdivisions, each dealing with a 

particular aspect of the sUbject. Every level of division of the 

text is given a number and a heading or a subheading, indicating its 

sequence, relative importance and hierarchy, Care should be taken to 

see that there are at least two lines of textual matter following a 

heading at the end of a page. No indication of reference to a footnote 

is given in any of the headings, Also no pronoun is used for the 

heading 1n the first line of the text following it - the complete 

heading is reproduced if needed, 

The chapters and the levels of their divisions should be 

numbered according to the ISO standard for numbering of divisions and 

subdivisions in written documents, which has also been accepted by 

India (This is illustrated at Appendix I), No Roman number or 

alphabet should be used to number any of the divisions and subdivisions 

of the text, 

In printed documents the levels of headings, and their 

relative significance, are indicated by variation in type size and 

fonts, 

Parts : A broader division of the text than the chapter can 

be followed if required, Allied chapters may be grouped 1n sequence to 

form 'Parts'. But chapters and pages are still numbered in one sequence. 

Each part 1S preceded by a part title page containing the part number and 

the title of the part. The part number is best spelled out, and follows 

the word part (e,g" Part Two), Both of them are capitalized. 
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The chapters are numbered continuously beginning .I:' 
with l(one) in Indian/Arabic numerals -- Roman numerals are not used for 

numbering the chapters, according to ISO standard. The use of the word 

'Chapter' is optional. No punctuation is used either after the number, 

or between the nu~ber and the word 'Chapter'. 

The 'introduction' may not be numbered as a chapter at all. 

If desired it can be numbered 0 (Zero). 

Heading : Every chapter must carry a heading giving an 

indication of the contents. Short headinga are preferable to long 

ones. The heading follows three lines below the chapter number. If 

there is no chapter number, as in an introduction, the-heading is given 

on the tenth line. 

The chapter heading is given in all capital letters, and is 

centred. The text begins three lines below the chapter heading, and 

the first line is indented like a paragraph. 

Sections and subsections : A chapter may be divided into 

section and subsections to the extent necessary. Every section, sub

section, or its further subdivision, is given a number followed by 

heading or a subheading. Their numbering follows the ISO standard 

(see Appendix I). 

The heading and subheading follow the section and subsection 

number on the same line. A full stop after the number is optional. 

Section heading: A section heading, representing the second -

level division of the text, is given as a centred heading. Only the 

initial letter of the first word, and of other significant words, is 

capitalized. 
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Subsection heading : The subsection heading is given as a side 

heading; the number, followed by the subheading, 1S placed flQsh with 

the left hand margin. The side heading is given in all capital letters. 

It carrie4 no end punctuation. 

Paragraph heading : A paragraph heading represents the last 

level of subdivisions of a chapter. The heading, with its number, is 

indented to the right side like a paragraph. Only the initial letter 

of the first word, and of the proper names and the proper adjectives, 

is capitalized, and the whole heading is italicized. A full stop i! 
placed at the end of a paragraph heading even though it may not form a 

complete sentence. The text follows the heading on the same line. 

There may be more than one paragraphs under one paragraph heading. The 

number of paragraphs should be restricted to minimum and should 

represent or emphasize only one point under the paragraph heading. A 

subpara may be used to break the monotony. 

Paragraph numbering : The paragraph numbering is based on the 

system of paragraph heading and/or subheadings described above. However, 

four level paragraph numbering, which indicates the chapter number, 

section number, subsection number and the para number thereunder, is 

generally followed for reports/thesis on technical subjects. The three 

level paragraph numbering, illustrated at Appendix I, too is not very 

commonly used for report~monographs meant for laymen or common people. 

The one level or two level paragraph system of numbering is mostly 

followed for general reports. This can be done in two ways. In one 

case the numbering is continuous throughout the report without any 

chapter-wise~breako However, such a system of paragraph numbering is 

suitable for short reports or monographs where the paragraph numbers 

generally do not exceed a three digit figure. It is rather odd "to 

give para numbers running into four digits, like 1,415. This system 
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ts particularly unsuitable for census reports which'are generally 

voluminous and if continuous para numbers are given in such reports 

these are likely to run into four digits figure. In the other 

system the para numbering is done chapter-wise, and continuous para n 

numbers are broken at the end of a chapter and new para numbers, 

starting from 1, are given from the next chapter. In such cases, 

however, it is advisable to adopt two level numbering system like 

2.5. Here the figure 2 indicates chapter 2 of the report and figure 

5 indicates para 5 under chapter 2. If two level paragraph 

numbering system is not adopted in cases where paragraphs numbering 

is done chapter-wise the reference is incomplete as the same para 

numbers will appear in different chapters. (see Appendix III). 

A subpara may also be used to break the monotony of a long 

para or to indicate a slight change 1n idea. A subpara is not numbered, 

and the numbers of subparas should be kept to the minimum. 

Note All headings should be captions, not sentences. 

Each should be brief, yet informative, a state

ment rather than a question. 

It is recommended that each paragraph be indente~ 

five spaces. 

2.2 !agination~Pages are numbered in Indian/Arabic numerals, 

consecutively throughout the report including the appendices; only the 

plates and figures not embod~ed in the text are excluded. The title 

page is ~ounted as page one, but is not actually numbered. There are 

two separate series of pag~ numbers. Tpe preliminaries (e.g. title 

page, list of contents, etc.) -are numbered using small Roman numerals 

(i,ii,iii and so on). The title page is assigned the number i although 



this number is not actually put. Page numbers may appear either at 

the centre - bottom of the page or at the top (right hand/left hand) 

corner of the page. All other pages beginning with the first page 
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of Chapter I and including bibliography, appendices, etc., are numbered 

continuously with Arabic numerals. Its location should be uniform 

for all pages. If a report consists of more than one volume, each 

volume is paged separately. The volumes should not be paged' 

continuously'. At the beginning of the chapter, putting a page 

number is optional. When it is put, it is given at the centre-bottom 

of the page. 

Pages containing tables or figures are numbered as are all 

pages of a report or a monograph. The page number should appear in 

the normal position (the top right-hand corner, one inch from the top 

and one inch from the side even when material is presented sidewise 

on the page or when the page is folded). If normal margins are not 

maintained, the page number may need to be moved slightly from its 

normal position. 

2.3 Marg~n. The marg1n recommended at the left of the 

page is 1_1/2 inches which allows for binding. It is not possible 

to keep a constant margin on the right-hand side of the page but a 

margin of approximately one inch allows a length of line that is easy 

to read. Margin of 'l~ inches at the top and bottom of the page 

give a balanced appearance to the whole. It is important to 

maintain these margins because binders often trim reports/papers. 

2.4 Italics. Italics are used for emphasis, or to set of a 

particular word or phrase so that it appears conspicuous. Titles 

of books, periodicals and newspapers, films, plays and works of 

art are italicized in the text, as also the names of ships, 
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aircraft. and spacecrafts. Indian/vernacular names are also generally 

italicized. Non-English words and phrases, including Indian or 

vernacular words should be used in a dissertation/report only when 

there is ,no equivalent term in English language. All such words and 

other words printed in Roman script are transliterated and given 

in italics. Only those technical terms which can be easily checked in 

a stanqard dictionary of the subject should be used. In the typed 

script, the words or sentences requiring to be italicized should be 

underlined (not given in single quotation which is used for quotat~on 

or emphasis) . 

. ~_ ?, •. ~ ,Word Division,. A word should not be divided at the end 

of a line in a dissertation/report as far as possible. If the full 

word cannot be accommodated at the end of a line, the complete word 

should be carried over to the next line. However, if a word must be 

divided at ·the end of a line, it must be divided at the syllable 

(English system) and not according to pronunication (American system). 

A hyphen (-) is invariably put after the first word 

division at the end of a line, but there is no hyphen at the beginning 

of next line. Mono-syllable words, or words of less than five letters 

should never be divided (~. idol not i-Idol, item~ it-/em). A 

4ivision whihh leaves only one letter at the end, or at the beginning 

of a line, is never permissible. It is not permissible to have a 

division which gives only two letters at the beginning of the second 

line, though a division which gives only two letters at the beginning 

of the first is still acceptable (~.~ Incorrect:_ financi-/ a1, 

horizonta1-/1,'y; Correct:cof/education, re-/marriage). qompound words 

should be divided at tg&ir logical junction, while hyphenated word, 
~ ;:' 

should be broken at a hyphen to avoid the addition of another hyphen 

(ex. Text-!books, high-i1ight, super-/natura1). 
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2. 6 R~~..9,.E~..!_~~~' There is so much variation in the form 

and usage of personal names that no fixed rules for citing them can be 

gLven. The name is usually given in full, in the normal order of words, 

the first time it is mentioned, either in the text or the footnotes. 

But Ln any subsequent citation, only the surname, or the personal name 

or any other part of the name or title, or designation by which the 

person can be identified is given. Also, if a name has been cited in 

full in the bibliography, only the part of the name by which he can 

be identified can be used for first citation, in the text too, 

First (F) Lala Hardyal V.K.R.V. Rao Rajkumari, 
Amrita Kaur 

Subsequent(S) Hardyal Rao Amrita Kaur 

Biblio(B) Hardyal Rao, V.K.R.V. Amrita Kaur 

If a person is more well known by a pseudonym, or an assumed 

name, he LS cited under the pseudonym. In the bibliography the name 

is followed by the abbreviation 'pseud'" after his name, and the real 

name, if known, is added after the abbreviation, i~ square brackets. 

If there are only two joint authors, both of them are 

gLven. 

Ex, 

I. F. Robert Briffault and Bronislaw Malinowski 

S, Briffault and Malinowski 

B. Briffault, Robert and Malinowski, Bronislaw 

II. F. V.K.R.V. Rao and P.B. Desai 

S. Rao and Desai 

B. Rao, V.K,R.V., and Desai, P.B. 
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IR a document compiled by three joint authors, either all 

the three can be mentioned, or only the first, followed by the words, 

'and others' , let al.' or let alii' need be given. Note that let' 

and 'alii' are complete words and do not carry a full stop at the end, 

but 'al.' is an abbreviation and carries a full stop. 

If a corporate body is also known by an official abbreviation 

or acro~y~ i~ is added in brackets, after the full name in first 

citation, and the abbreviation alone is subsequently used. 

While presenting dates the sequence should be day, month 

and year o _ The month should invariably be spelled out (or abbreviated 

in the footnotes) but should not be represented by a number -- Indian 

or Roman. No comma is used between the month and the year. 

Ex. 26 January 1975; 26 January January 1975 

Not --
26.1.1975; January 26, 1975; 26th January 1975 

Inclusive dates are joined by a hyphen (or dash) only 

where they are not. preceded by the word 'from', in whicn case the 

word 'to' is used to join the dates. 

Ex. 1788-1803 or from 1788 to 1803 but not from 
1788-1803. 

2.7 J2uotati..2.!li .. Quotations are generally used to subs

tantiate a point by citing the words of another author, or to 

incorporate the more succinate, apt and picturesque words which 

have been used by someobe in the context. The authorship of all 

quotations, whether direct or paraphrased, should be duly acknowledged 

and their source cited. The following types of quotations are 

generally'used: (1) Display quotations (over chapters), (2) Quotation 
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run on in the text (enclosed within single quotation marks), (3) Block 

quotation (generally exceeding three or more lines are usually set 

off from the text as paragraphs and are referred to as block quotation) , 

(4) Paraphrased quotation (no quotation marks are used in paraphrased 

quotation), (5) Second-Hand Quotations, (6) Quotation within A 

Quotation' (a quotation within a quotation in the running text is 

enclosed within double quotation marks, even if single quotation marks 

are used in the original. If such a quotation occurs at the .end 

it will have three quotation marks, with a single space in between). 

2.8 ~otes 2;nd Fo~notes. Additional information needed 

to clarify some points in the text, or to indicate the source of 

information, which would be distracting if run on the text, are given 

separately either at the bottom of the page, as footnotes, or, at the 

end of the chapter, or the text, as notes. Since the technique is 

almost the same the words 'footnotes' and notes are being treated 

here as synonymous. Reference in the text to the footnote is shown by 

an indication inserted at the point from where the reference is made. 

There are three methods for indicating such references: (1) Superscript 

system (an Indian/Arabic numeral is put just above the line at the 

point of the text where the reference is made. The foot note to which 

the index number refers also carries the identical number. The 

footnote reference starts from l(one) and is continued consecutively 

throughout a page; the same sequence is repeated on other pages also. 

Where references are given at the end of a chapter, or the text, the 

sequence of numbering is continued throughout a chapter, or the 

text. Instead of numerals only typographical symbols or alphabets are 

used in the tables for the footnotes so that there is no confusion 

with data), (2) Author-Date system (generally used for bibliographical . 
reference). Reference is made not to the footnote but directly to 

the literature cited arranged alphabetically at the end of the text, 

(3) Number system (in which the numerals are used to risen directly to 



the literature cited~ which ate also corresp6bdingly number~d). The 

numbers are hot put in supers~ript but are put in brackets along 

with reference to the page~ or pages j on the ,same lines as te~to 

Illustrations; 

(Superscript Sy~tem) 

16 

Among certatn of the tribes of Nqrth-west America1
j a surplus 

in wealth .••• P!'estige resulted from publicly disposing of wealth not 
;roO ... 

accumulating ito 

tAu thor - Date System) 

A. Ex. 'Mukerjee (1938) studied the problem ••• Naru11ah 

and N~ik (1971) have traced "'0 Reference can 'be made to the 

extensive work on group formation by Newcomb et alii (1965). 

B. If the name(s) of the author(s) is not a pa~t of the 

sentence in the text: 

Ex. - food position in relation to •.•• has also been 

- studied earlier (Mukerjee 1938). 

- A survey of history of education (Na~u11ah and 

Naik 1971) shows •••• 

C. More than one publication cited: 

Ex. - Studies show not only the need from 0." study of 

nutrition tMukerjee, 1958, Sukhatme~196S~Madalgi,1970). 

If a refe~en~e is to be made to diff~rent publications by 

the same author~ publish~d during the same year, they are 

distinguished in the text by the addition of the alphabets 

(a,b,c •• o. ). 

lFor example~ Haida~ Kwakiuti~ Tlingit and Nootka. 



Reference to a particular page or the pages, volume, or 

part is indicated by adding this reference after the year of 

publication: 

Ex. (Roy 1965, p.16) 

~umber System) 

In the text: 

A study of home science extension programme ~n Baroda (2) 

revealed that According to Taba (3,pp. 197-99), the function 

of the 

In the Literature Cited: 

2. CHANDRA, Arvinda. Values of Life. Baroda, M.S. Univer

sity, Faculty of Home Science, 1972. 70 1. Unpublished research 

study. 

17 

3. TABA, Hilda. Curriculam development, theory and practice. 

New York, Harcourt, 1962, p. 529. 

Footnotes are put at the bottom of the page to which they 

relate. If the last footnote cannot be completely accommodated 

on a page, it is carried over to the next page where the continuation 

precedesall other footnotes. 

Notes: Notes are arranged in much the same way as the 

footnotes, except that since the notes appear at the end of a 

chapter, they are numbered consecutively throughout the chapter. 

The types of footnotes or notes commonly used are: (3.) 

Content Notes, (2) Reference Notes, (3) Acknowledgement Notes, 

(4) Bibliographical or Citation Notes. 



2_.9 .lU:bliographica~ .!i2~ .. ~holl8h the use of the 

following. latin terms is now discouraged, the~ may still be used, 

if the reference OCcurs on the same page: 

Ibid (ibidem .. = the same work) 

~ ~~ = of the same author) 

,~a (infra. = below) 

Loc. cit. (Loco citato' = 1n the place cited) - _-
~ . .,ill. (Opera citatq· = work quoted) 

Sup. (Supra = above) 

18 

~ is used in place of the name of the author, khen he is the same 

as in the footnote immediately above. ~ is not used for the title 

as illustrated below: 

Ex. 2M~S. Randhawa. Basohli paintings} New Delhi,1959, 
_, p,l:" 10. 

3';·.0'.·::,,· .' 
~. Chamba paintings. New Delhi,1967,pl.5. 

~_is used in footnotes in place of as much as is common with the 

immediately preceding footnote on the same page: 

Ex. 2Radhakamal Mukherjee. Food ?lanning for four 
hundred millions. London. Macmi1Ian,1936,pp.123~136. 

3Ibid ,p.186 .I page 186 of the book above]. 

41bid ., [same page of the book above]. 

Op. cit. is used to refed1the same work of the author as appears 

in the footnote of ~h~ same page (or the facing page) bu~ not 

~mmediately above. A separate page number may be added if required. 



Loc. cit. is used instead of ibid when a reference is made 

aga~n to a document and to the same page as has already been cited 

in the footnote on the same page, though not immediately preceding 

it. No.page number is given after loc.cit. 

Passim. ('here and there') ~s used when the references are 

scattered through some pages, or a chapter, and are not found at one 

place, or in continuous sequence. Approximate stretch of pages 

is indicated when using Passim, which is generally preceded by the 

latin word let' ('and'), Passim and et are complete words and not 

abbreviations. 

4 'b d ., h L d Ex, T~ or Men e. Conversat~on w~th Mr. Ne ru. on on 

Sacker and Warburg, 1956, pp.84-95 et passim. 

5 Chapter 6, section 3 et passim. 

2.10 Abbreviations. Abbreviations are not normally used 

~n the body of a report/monograph, thesis or paper. These may, 

however be used sometimes in view of repetition of certain long 

words, Abbreviations should, however,be used mostly for 

standard words like, 'United Nations Organisation' (U,N.O.) or 

'Rupees' (Rs), etc. Wherever such abbreviations are used, the 

full name, say, 'United Nations Organisation' may be given first 

and 'U.N.O.' may be given in brackets along side when the name for 

which the abbreviation ~s used appears for the first time. 

Subsequently, 'U,N,O.' may be repeated when it occurs again without 

spelling out the full name. It is also possible that in certain 

reports some long words appear repeatedly which may inc1ud~ certain 

designation of officers/terms. For instance, in the census rep.orts, 
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the name 'Director of Census Operations' may appear quite often 

repeatedly. Likewise, in eertain census volumes the words 'District 

Census Handbook' may also appear repeatedly. In such cases, as 

illustrated in the case of 'U.N.O.', first the full name of the officer 

or the term, as the case may be, appearing for the first time may 

be given in full and the abbreviation given in brackets along with 

the full name for the first time. Subsequently, only the 

abbreviation may be used. It will, however, be desirable to 

provide an index of the abbreviations used against the full names ~n 

alphabetical order, if an index is already ~ppearing in the report 

the same may be classified according to the subject matter with a 

section-on 'Abbreviations'. 

It may be necessary or even advisable to use abbreviations 

frequently in tables or figures for obvious reasons. If used, they 

should generally be defined either in the heading or in a footnote. 

This ruling applies to all but the most common abbreviations 

encountered in mathematical and scientific writing. 

For example: cm centimetre(s) 

F Fahrenheit or F-ratio 

P Probability 

log logarithm 

f/ focal length 

Symbols may similarly be used in tables and figures to save 

space but again these should be defined in the heading, in a 

footnote/legend or index. A few symbols encountered in mathematical 

and scientific writin~, however, are so common as not to require 

definition. 

For example: «less than); > (more than); 
"(inches). 

o(degree) ; 

A good rule to follow with both abbreviations and special symbols is: 
if in doubt,spel.l,.,out •. ' .. , 
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2.11 l.!!.!:1~~nd Illustrations. Tables are distinguished 

from illustrations in that the tables contain only the data arranged 1n 

systematic order within columns and rows, whereas the illustrations 

include graphic materials like charts, graphs, diagrams, plates 

(photographs), etc. 

There are basically three types of tables: (1) numerical, 

(2) descriptive, and (3) genealogical. The numerical tables contain 

mathematical or statistical data arranged within columns and rows, 

under proper column headings. The descriptive tables contain informa

tion in words, similarly arranged. The genealogical tables give the 

genealogy of kings and rulers, or other persons etc., or the 

classification of animals and plants in the form of an inverted 

'family tree'. 

Open and Ruled Tables: Numericals and descriptive tables can 

be made in 'open' or 'ruled' form. In an open table, there are no 

vertical lines between the columns; and the horizontal lines, too, may 

be omitted, or limited to two to enclose the column headings. In a 

ruled table, each column is separated from the other by a vertical 

line. Open form is more suitable where there are only a few columns, 

so that data appear visually separate without any need for vertical 

line. Where there are many columns in a table and the closeness of 

headings and data can cause confusion, the ruled tables are used so 

that the information can be distinctly separated by a vertical line. 

Every column in a table carries a heading. The headings are 

separated by blank space from each other in an open table, and by 

a vertical line drawn across the length of the table in a ruled one. 

The form of capitalization should be consistant for each level of 

olumn headings. Abbreviations which would not be permissible in the 

running text can be used in column headings of the tables. No full 

stop should be used after a column heading unless it forms a complete 

sentence. 



Tables and figures should always be introduced. Stated 

another way, the table or figure should ~lways follow its first 
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mention in the text. A good general rule to follow about the placement 

of tables and figures is that if they occupy more than half a page, the~ 

should be presented on a new page without accompanying text. If they 

occupy less than half a page, they may be surrounded by text or may 

have a complete page. 

All tables should be numbered to permit easy identifications. 

The usual practice is to uSe Arabic numerals (1,2,3 .... ) and to 

number tables consecutively throughout the report. If tables are 

inc1ude~ in the appendix, the nu~ring sequence continues. The 

word TABLE in capitals and its appropr~ate number is centred on the 

page. It is placed above the table. 

Every table must be captioned or have a heading including 

the contents and it should be as precise as po~sib1e. Such words 

as 'Table showing .... ' are superfluous and should not be used. If 

a caption carries a subheading or clarification (like, 'in millions' 

or 'according to 1971 Census') it is enclosed within brackets. The 

table heading may be given in the same line, after leaving one space 

after ~he table number or optionally below the table number. 

The same rules for numbering of tables apply to the number

ing of Figures except that the word FIGURE, in capital with appro

priate number, is placed one double space below the Figure. One 

double space below is the title of' the Figure. If there are a 

considerable number of photographic illustrations, they can be 

referred to as plates.-



3 THE END MATTER 

The end matter constitutes a separate section, appearing 

after the text. Its purpose is to provide additional information and 

references which cannot be conveniently included in the text. 

3.1 !~~~~. Information like questionnaires, 

statistical data, copies of original documents, which cannot be 

easily integrated in the text, are given in the appendix. There 

can be more than one appendix. 

Where materials for inclusion in an appendix are numerous 

it may be desirable to place each category of material into a 

separate appendix. Each appendix should be lettered and titled. 

Ex. 

APPENDIX A 

INSTRUCTION FOR ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS 

Subsequent appendices are numbered B,C ..•• (or 1,2,3 

and so on, or I,II,I!! and so on) each starting on a new page. 

Each page in the appendix is numbered consecutively with 

the rest of the report. It is optional whether the page number is 

given on the first page of each appendix or not. 

Appendices may be placed between the final chapter and the 

bibliography or immediately after the bibliography. 
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3.2 Qlossary._ ~ ,glossary is an alph&betical listing of 

unfamiliar terms, with their meanings, used in the text. Public~tions 

which contain many local or regional terms need a glossary. 

3.3 L.iterature Cited:., ,Lj.,terature cited or list of 

referenceSis the documentation of literature cited in the text. It is 

thus conveniently possible to identify the source and to locate and 

check the information cited. The literature cited is generally 

arranged in the order in which the references are indicated in the 

text. If the documentation of sources is more comprehensive in scope, 

it is generally referned to as 'bibliography'. A monograph may contain 

both 'Literature Cited' and 'Bibliography'. 

3.4 Bibliography. ,Bibliography is a system~tic list of 

documents books, periodicals, manuscripts, microfilms, audiovisual 

materials which have a bearing on the subject. It is not limited 

to the literature cited. There are different kinds of bibliography: 

(1) Works cited, .(2) Sources consulted, (3) A Select Bibliography, 

(4) A Brief Annotated Bibliography (for illustration please ~ee 

Appendix II). 

3.5 I nd ex. In a !?i0od t;'eport, Index is an important part. 

It is placed at the extreme end of the book/publication. The purpose of 

the Index is to locate terms, concepts, subparas, paras, subsections, 

sections, chapters, parts or any technical term, or any idea discussed in 

the,'t,OOk. , Hen_ce necessarily this goes down upto the minimum level in 

order to avoid confusion and to facilitate easy location. This index 

is arranged alphabetically. Page number, or in case where even para is 

numbered (e.g. 2-Level numbering system) the number as such is 

indicated after the entry in the index. 
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The entry in the index should be as short as possible. Futther 

discussion on a concept discussed in different parts of thefook may 

all be listed under the main entry in the index and page number given. 

In a voluminous report the index as such may be divided into various 

parts, each starting on a new page, and covering different aspects 

discussed (e.g,-lndex of Persons, Index of Institutions, Geographical 

Index, Index of Subjects), Page number on the index is in continuation 

to the main texts (for illustrations please see Appendix IV). 

Literature Consulted 

ANDERSON,J" DURSTON, Berry H., and POOLE,M. Thesis and 
assignment writing. New Delhi, Wiley Eastern,1970o 135 p, 

CHANDRA, A" and SAXENA, ToP. Style manual for writing theses 

dissertation and papers in social sciences~ New Delhi. 
Metropolitan,1979.227p. 



APPENDIX I 

NUMBERING OF DIVISIONS AND SUBDIVISIONS IN WRITTEN DOCUMENTS 1 

ISO STANDARD 2145 - 1972 

Approved by Member Bodies of 23 countries including India 

This is an extract from Interna~iona1 Standard ISO 2145 reproduced by 
permission of ISO. The complete standard can be obtained from ISO and 
~s member bodies (in case of India, the Indian Standards Institution). 

1. Scope and Field of Application 

This standard describes a system of numbering divisions and 
subdivisions in written documents of all kinds. 

2. Numbering of Divisions and Subdivisions 

Arabic numerals shall be employed in numbering. 

The main divisions (first level) shall be numbered 
continuously beginning with I. 

Every main division can be further divided into any number 
of subdivisions (second }eve~) which are also continuously numbered. 
This method of division and num~ring can be continued to any number 
of further subdivisions (third land fourth levels) though it is 
advisable to 1iwit the subdivisions so that their reference numbers 
remain easy to identify and to cite. 

A_full stop is placed between numbers designating sub
divisions of different levels. A full stop at the end is optional. 

1 Quoted from Chandra-,A., and Saxena,T.P. Style Manual for 
writing ~heses~Dissertation, and Papers in Social Sciences. 
New De1hi,Metropolitan, 1979. 190-91 pp. 



The first division of each level, if it is in the nature 
of a preface, a foreword or an introduction, can be assigned a 
number 0 (zero), 

Example: 

1st level 2nd level 

1 '2 1 
2 """'""""""'2,2 

9 
10 
11 

'2 9 
'2 10 
'2 11" i' i , , " , , , 

3rd level 

'201L 1 
'2,lL2 

'201L9 
'2011,10 
'2011,11 

3, Citation of D~vis~on and Subdivision Numbers in Text. 

Whenever a division or subdiv~sion is cited in the text, 
the final full stop is omitted 
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APPENDIX II 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

1. Books or Monographs 

1.1 Reference to the Pub~ication as a ~ole: 

1. Name, or names, of author, or authors 

2. Title of the publication 

3. Translation of the title, if needed 

4. Edition, other than the first 

5. Place of pub1~cation 

6. Publisher 

7. -Year of Publication 

8. Number of volumes in multi-volumed 
publication otherwise total number 

·of pages 

9. Information about illustration, bibliography, 
summary in another language(if any), if 
desired 

10. Series note, including the number of the 
publication in the series. 

(No.3,6,8,9 and 10 are ~itted in case of 
abridged references) 

1.2 Reference to a Contribution in a Book: 

r. Name or names of the author, or authors 

2. Ti~le of contribution 

3. Translation of the title, if required 

4. The word In followed by a colon (In:) 
to connect the preceding information 
with the main pbblication 



5. Name, or names, of the editor, or editors 
of the main publication 

6, Title of the main publication 

7, Translation of the title of the ma~n 
publication if needed 

8. Edition, other than the first 

9. Volume, or part, number containing the 
contribut~on 

10. Place of publicat~on 

11. Publisher 

12. Year of publicat~on 

13. Series note, with number 

14. First and last page of the portion 
referred to 

(No"7,ll are 8~t~ed ~n an 
abridged reference) 

2. Periodicals and Serials 

2.l o Reference to the Period~cals as a ~ole. 

1. Title of the periodicals, or serial, 
in an unabbreviated form 

2, Translation of the t~tle where necessary 

3. Frequency (monthly; quarterly etc.). If the 
information is given by the compiler the 
frequency follows the number and the date 

4. Place of publication 

5. Publisher, including sponsering body, if any 

S. Number and year of this first volume, and 
if the periodical has ceased publication, 
the number and date of the last issue also 

7. Summaries in other languages, if a regular feature 

8, Earlier titles, if necessary 

(No. 3,5,7 may be O~itted ~n case of abridged 
references) 
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2.2 Article or Contribution in a Periodical: 

1. Name of the author, or authors 

2. Title of the contribution 

3. Translation of the title if needed 

4. Mention of illustrations, bibliography 
or summary in another language if needed 

5. Title of periodicals, or serial, containing 
the contribution (generally in an abbreviated 
form) 

6. Place of publication (if needed for 
clarification) 

7. Volume number 

8. I~.sue Number 

9. Date of the issue 

10. First and the last page of the article 
referred to 

3 Unpublished material 

3.1 Manuscript.Author/authors, title, translation of the 

title, year the manuscript was written, number of leaves or folio 

(manuscripts are usually numbered on one side of a leaf only and 
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are not paged as in printed books) ,the collection number and name,name 

and place of the depositary, and language of the original are given. 

Ex· __ 'Chandrabhan Brahman. Tawarikh-i-Delhi-i-Hindustan 

[History of the kings of Delhi, of Hindustan] A.H. 1268 

1851 19s1 Col. No.95. Ahmadabad, Gujarat Vidya Sabha • 
• 

In.Persian. 
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3.2 Thesis and Dissertation. They are also cited in almost 

the same way as monograph. A note is given indicating that it is a 

thesis, along with the degree for which it was submitted, and the name 

of the University and year of submission. 

3.3 Mimeographed Materials. A similar note is ac;lded to 

indicate a mimeographed or cyclosty1ed material. 

Note: 
----1. The title is given exactly as it appears in the publication 

cited, transliterated if necessary. Sub-titles are retained 

if they furnish essential information. 

2. In case of different periodicals with identical names, the 

name of the place is added after the title to distinguish 

one from the other. 

3. Only the title of periodicals, and not of book need be 

italicized. 

4. Long titles may be abbreviated by ommitting unimportant 

words. 

5. If more than one place of publication ~s g~ven, only the 

first need be mentioned. 

6. The name of the state or country can be added after the 

name of less known places. If the place of publication is not 

given the ommission is indicated by I n . p . I (no place) which 

is enclosed in a square bracket. A probable place of 

publication may be qualified by a question mark. Ex: [n.p.] 

[London7~ 



7, Publications whose authors are unknown, or not mentioned~ 
are cited under their title as the first element, The 
word 'Anon.' or 'Anonymous' should not be used in the 
place of author, Ex:School and continuing education, 
four studies. Paris, Unesco, 1972, 

8, The name of the publisher is given after the place, It can 
be ommitted in an abridged reference. The name of 
commercial publisher is given only in short~ied-.'form. 

, 
" Ex: Macmillan, not Macmillan and Company; 

Oxford Univ-:-P'r" not Oxford University Press. 

~a. Reprint date: Both the original date of publication and 
reprint date are given if the reprint edition appears 
with a new title page: 

1891 (Reprinted 1968) 

If the date of the original edition is not found, the 
reprint date alone ~s given, for example: 

Reprinted 1973 
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10. Copyright date: The latest copyright date is given on the 
back of the title page, can be used in place of the actual date 
of publication, if no date is given on the title page, 

11. Date not known: If the date of publication or copyright is 
not known, but can be ascertained, it is given in square 
brackets. If the date is doubtful it is qualified with a 
question mark. If no date can be known it is indicated by 
'n.d,' ('No date'). All such dates are enclosed .within 
Square brackets. 

12. 

Ex:.. [1946J Date certain 

[ 1938?J Probab_le date 

[n.d.J Date not known 

Numeration in Serials.: In 
unit preceds the smaller. 
~ssue number, and date of 

numeration of a serial the larger 
The order ~s usually volume number~ 

issue. 

Vol.5, no.4, Oct. 1968; 

or 5(4) Oct. '68. 



13. Article in a Newspaper: Tqe place of publication should be 
added in bracket to distinguish a newspaper published 

(BOOKS): 

from various places. 

Ex.PADGAONKAR, Di1eep. Tradition and change in 
Asia: a Japanese view of old societies. Times of 
India (Delhi) 7 Apr. 1976: 6. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY (TYPICAL EXAMPLES) 

1. GHURYE, Govind Sadashiv. Indian costume. 2nd ed. 
Bombay, Popular Prakashan, 1966. 302 p. i11us. 

2. BASU,D., and SUKHATME, Pandurang Vinayak, Present pattern 
of productivity of food in India. Rome, FAO, 1971.24 p. 

3. BHATTACHARYA, Gopinath, SINHA, B.M., and SINHA, H.M. 
History of economic thought. Lucknow, Prakashan Kendra, 
1972. 849 p. 

(ANONYMOUS PUBLICATIONS): 

4. Museums, imagination and education. Paris, Unesco, 1973. 
148 p. (Museums and monuments, 15) 

(CORPORATE AUTHORS) 

5. INDIA. Constitution.Constitution of India, as amended by 
and up to the Constitution (Thirty-ninth amendment) Act, 
1975. Lucknow, U.P., Eastern Book, 1975 217 p. 

(OFFICIAL COMMISSION: REPORT): 

6. INDIA. Education Commission, Report of the Education 
Commission 1964-66: Education and national development. 
New Delhi, Ministry of Education,1966. 673 p~ Chairman: 
D,S, Kothari. 

(MINISTRIES AND DEPARTMENTS): 

7. INDIA.Ministry of Community Development and Cooperation: 
A guide to community development (revised). Calcutta, 
printed by the Govt. of India Pr" 1962. l80p. 
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(ASSOCIATIONS, SOCIETIES): 

8. INDIAN COUNCIL OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH. Agriculture in 
ancient India. New Delhi, 1964. 167 p. 

(PROCEEDINGS OR CQNGRESS ETC. ,): 

9. ASIAN CONGRESS OF NUTRITION, 1st, Hyderabad, 1971. 
Proceedings. Ed. by P.G. Tulpu1e and Kam1a S. Jaya Rao. 
Hyderabad, A.P., Nutrition Society of India, 1972. 936 p. 

(TITLE TRANSLATED): 

10. SALAMATULIAH. Ta'lim, fa1safa aur samaj [Education, 
philosophy, and society 3 New Delhi, Maktaba Jamia,1974. 
312 p. in Urdu. 

(PLACE OF PUBLICATION REQUIRES CLARIFICATION): 

11. MINTER, William. Portuguese Africa and the West. 
Harmondsworth, U.K., Penguin Books, 1872. 175 p. 

(PLACE OF PUBLICATION ADDED): 

12. LAICDAWALA, D.~. Internal aspect of Indian economic 
development. [Bombay] Oxford Univ. Pr.,1951. 191 p. 

(LEAVES INSTEAD OF PAGES): 

13. Education in retrospect; a review of the reports and 
recommendation of the commissions/committees. Patia1a,_ 
Punjab Univ. [1976] 116.1 Mimeographed 

(MANY CONTRIBUTORS UNDER THE TITLE): 

14. Encyclopaedia of education. Lee C. Deighton: 
editor - in - chief. New York, Macmi11an,1971.10 vol. 

(COMPILER OR EDITOR ~RIMARILY RESPONSIBLE): 

15. BHATTACHARYA, Sachidananda. Dictionary of Indian 
History, Calcutta, Univ. of Calcutta, 1967. 888 p. 
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(CONTRIBUTION IN A SINGLE - VOLUME BOOK): 

16, MUKERJEE, Radhakamal. Philosophical unity of mankind. 
In: BALJ IT SINGH and SINGH, V. B., ed s. Soc ia 1 and economic 
change: essays in honour of ProfeB;or D.P. Mukherjee. 
Bombay, Allied; 1967: pp. 37-56 

(THESIS): 

17, CHANDRA, Arvinda Ramesh. Research norms of home economics 
education graduate faculty, Ames, U.S., 1969. 18G~. 
Thesis (Ph.D.) -- Iowa State University, 1969. 

(MIMEOGRAPHED PAPER)~ 

18. SENGUPTA, Arjun. Foreign capital requirements in Indi~'s 
perspective planning. Delhi, Institute of Economic Growth 
[nod.1 19 1. 
~l.meographed 

~ : .... \ ~ "'(' ""'~,:"_' '.'; \ ~.I.: :\.": T>n:' "( '/~ '!; 
(MIMEOGRAPHED REPORT)-

19 0 MORlEY, Grace. Report on a visit G~ Chandigarh (Feb.23-25, 
1967) for examination of new Punjab museum building 
en 0 p • , n. d .J 15. 1-
Mimeographed 

(PAPER PRESENTED AT A CONFERENCE): 

20, BOROOAH,PoC. Current crisis of the industry, 
Jorhat, Assam; 1969. IIp. 
Mimeographed. Paper read at the Symposium on 
Current Crisis in the Indian Tea Industry, Assam 
Agr i.(.:ultura1 University, 4 November 1969, 

(CONTRIBUTION BY A PERSONAL AUTHOR): 

21. HASAN, 3,2. Social work education at the undergraduate 
level. Indian J. Soc. Work 2.~. (1) Ap!=. 1967: 63-70. 

(ANONYMOUS CONTR L BUTION) : 
22, GROWTH AND STABILITY. Easto Economist, 48 (22) 

2 June 1967: 1107-13. 

(ARTICLES IN NEWSPAPER) 

23. PAD GAO NKAR, Dl.Ieep. Tradition and change -in Asia: a 
Japanese view of old societies. Times of India (Delhi) 
7 Apr u 1976: 6. 



APPENDIX III 

Illustration of the Numbering System 

2-Level: 

Indian Numerals 

CHAPTER 8 

NUMBERS AND ENUMERATION 
NUMBERS 

Only Ipdian numerals written in their international form 

should be used, unless they are expressed in words. 

8.1 Roman Numerals. Roman numerals are to be used in 

exceptional ·cases only ... 

8.2 Separation of the Digits. The International system 

which has also been adopted by lSI, should ,be followed for 

grouping of digits 

8.3 ... 
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APPENDIX IV 

ILLUSTRATION OF INDEX 

Absentee landlordism,28 
Accounts teaching,44 

Barela community,173 
population of,30 
social festivals of,32 
religious beliefs,33 

Barwani hospital,56 

Children's hospital,76 

Dairy farm,plan,70 
Death feast,19,147 

ashram impact on,148 
disadvantages of,149 

Dharna,63 

Water supply,scheme,81 




